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Tuition sure to start climb 1ng
Legislators and lobbyists
fight for a compromise

RN! a.id No«niBIII Tulllon eo.ts at EWU

- - Nlomlnal Tuition Cost -.- Real Tuition

Jennifer Harrington
Cdilor

Higher twrion costs loom on the horizon for
college students across the state. Rising mflaaon
and right budget constraints within the Washington rate Legislature are leaving students at Eastern \X'ashington University wondering exactly
how much tuiaon ts going to go up.
"The primary issue on everybody's mind 1s
tuition, and i1's in very bad shape," said Mike
Johnson, Easrern's liaison to the \Vash1ngton
Studenr Lobby.
Governor Locke proposed a bill that will allow the governing boards at col1eges and universities across the state local control to raise tuition,
while at the same ume proposing a two percent
cut in all non-instructional funding [majnrenancc,
beauufication, etc.] to higher educanon. Under
the bill, the trustees and regents will have the
power to rn1se tuition b)' up to 10 percent per year,
with a cap of no more than 40 percent over six
years, said Johnson.
"The governor raised enrollment, and the
promise scholarship fund. He did not raise tu
1cion," said Theo Yu, budget assistant to the governor for higher cducanon. "The governor sees
local control as a rooJ that the universicies can use
10 recruit and retain the best faculty and staff they
can find."
Another aspect of the governor's proposal IS
chat since the state is nor raising ru1t1on, they will
not be responsible for funding add1tional state
need grants co compensate for higher cosrs to
students. The responsibility for thJS will then fall
to the collc::.ges and universiues, said Yu
There 1s a light at the end of the 1unncl, however. ThJS last week when the governor's localized
tu1tmn proposal went before the House and the
Senate, borh organizauons chose tn subsurute
their own 1u1tion 61lls rather than accept the
Gm·ernor's blll.
Rep. Don Cox proposed House B,11 1743. According t0 a pres release, the bill will soil call for
Jocali:t.ed tuition control, but will mandate that
rumon only be raised according ro increases in the
average per cap1ta income of residents across the
state.
The Senate Bill, proposed by Senator Jeanne
Kohl-\X'ells, would allow the governing boards
of vanous msutuaons m raise tuition for undergraduate s1udents b)' 6.6 7 percent per year, over
the nex1 two years. The colleges would be able to
set tuioon for other categories of students as they
saw fit. The bill would also re9uire the Legislature
w provide state need grants w cover the rise rn

tuition.
The governor's budget cuts are spawned from

a loss of revenue and an increase 1n expendaures
caused by the in-.rnuuon of various inioauves,
uch as I 695, 722, 728, and 732, passed br
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Nominal Cost: Actual dollar ,,afue

Year

Real Cost: Ho"' much that is
equfralel/1 to today.

\Xrashington's voters. 1-695, the mosr notorious
mexpsensi\'e co students, comparitavely speakof the four, reduced state revenue by lowering the
ing, it will be rhe first thmg to be targeted when
vehicle tax. and requires that any new tax proposmoney is needed hr the stare.
als go before the voters before being passed.
"Everr rime rhe state runs into budget prob·• H,storical!)', there are two things the legislalemg, you can bet that higher education is going
ture always does when the budget gets bad," said
m get nicked," Forsyth said. "lt is easy to cut
Johnson. "They cut huhigher education, because
man services, and they cut 1/
number one, it is expenhigher education."
sive, and number two, it
affecting
The Department of
1s possible to shift the
Social and Health Services
burden to students who
I-695
(DSHS) heads up proare already paying for part
Curbed state revenue by reducing the
grams like we! fare, food
of their education."
state vehtcle tax to a nat $30 fee. It also
stamps and public health.
Forsyth shadowed
contained a clause saying that any fee or
In a highly conservauve
Johnson's vtew that 1tax must go before the voters to be apsrnte like Washington,
695 is a major cause of
proved. This put a halt to any new state
these programs arc not
higher education's budrevenue. In the original 1-695 legislation.
vcrr popular and are therege, problems.
tuition was one
the [ees exempted
fore the first m h:1Ve their
"A vote for 1-695 was
from having to go before the voters.
funding cut, said Johnson.
a vote for higher tuition,"
1-728
On the other hand,
said Forsyth. "In the
Known as·'theson orl-695." 1-722 rolled
I ligher educacion is an easr
orii:;nal 1-695 legislation,
back new taxes passed ,n preparation
target. It 1s not consaruone of the fees exempted
for the rnstitut10n or 1-695.
oonally protected hke K-12
from having to pass the
1-722
education, so the srate can
vote was tuition."
Required the state to use lottery funds,
s,mpl)' re9uire the students
It used to be that the
existing propeny taxes, and state budto shoulder a larger part of
legislators ratsed tuition
get reserves to fund smaller class sizes,
the cost for the1r educaoon,
at colleges and universimore programs, teacher training, and new
he said.
ties and therefore were acfacilities.
Johnson emphasized
countable to the public
1-732
that if the Governor's
for 1ust1fpng those acGave K-12 teachers and certain employbudget passes, tuition at
tions.
ees at the college and university level
Eastern could nse from
Forsyth said one po0-.. annual cost-of-Ii ving salary adjustments./
approximately SJ 000 per
tential problem with this
9uarter to about S1400 a
IS the fear that too much
quarter over the nexr four years, making college 1oca1 tuition control will cause tuition m rise more
for man)' lower- and middle-income students un9wcklr than ,f Olympia has control.
attainable.
"For low mcome students, a small change in
Grant Forsrrh is the assistant professor of tuiaon 1s a big deal in relaaon to their income," he
Economics at EWU, and also sen·es on the Fac- said.
ulty Legislative Committee that travels to OlymJohnson said this idea of local control over
pia to represent faculty interests in ,he legislature.
tuition takes the responsibthtv out of the legislaHe says thar since educaoon 1s currently ture.

Initiatives

TUITION

or

·'The Governor's office is claiming that their
budget does nor raise tuition," said Johnson.
"The reason they can say that is because they give
the schools the power to raise tuition, and ther
do because they have to. Then, the legislature can
say they didn't do it."
Johnson was concerned about the legislators
putting rhe brunt of the responsibility for higher
tuition on the shoulders of the truslees and regents at the various schools .
"Tuition is going up. That's just a reality. If
that is the way it has to be, the legislature needs ro
take responsibility for that, not pass the buck onto
our trustees."
Mike Ormsby, rhe chair of Easrern's board of
trustees has concerns regarding the governor's bill.
He is still in support of the idea of local control
of tuition. He said that the gove rning boards at
the various institutions know better what wi11
benefit their school, than legislators in Olympia
do.
"The options that are being discussed in Olympia are verr disconcerting to the BOT We have a
big problem. The cost of operaci ng the university
is not going to go down and we need to find
some way to fund that," said Ormsby. "The state
needs to recognize the importance of higher education and needs to dedicate a greater percentage
of state funds ro higher education if we are going
to be a successful state."
"We are committed to having higher education be affordable, so that students who want to
attend Eastern have the option. None of us like
raising tuition. That is a last resort," said Ormsby.
He also said rhat Eastcrn's administration is
looking for options other than a tuition hike to
fund the deficit in the universities budget. The
BOT has asked the state for money to fund extra
students resulting from Eastcrn's recent penod
of high enrollment. This year there are 200 more
swdents at Eastern than there i-s funding for. Next
year that number could be higher. TI1e 801' has
also requested addiaonal funds to increase faculty
and staff salaries.
ln addition to raising tuition, the trustees are
also looking at limiting the number of new students who aLtend Eastern, and reducing expenses
across campus.
"The BOT has been responsible in the past
about regulating tuition and protecung access for
students who wish to attend Eastern/' said
Ormsby.
Johnson said he has several short and longterm solunons to the state's tuition problem. "One
legislator told me it would take 60's style acovism
to fix this. It's that big of a problem. He bas,cally
told me 'You need ro get your campus' students,
their parents, and your professors on the steps of
the capital building yelling and screammg 'this JS
unacceptable.""
He recommends that students, faculty, staff,
and parents e-mail or call their legislators. ··J\,1
one thinks these thing-s matter and they 1re \\-ron~.

See "Tuition," PR· 6
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Council examines math, new bv-laws
Holsing and Shook lock
horns on issue of discipline
of council members
NjckNash
fv/,tJrlt'r

ASEWU President Bree Holsing is taking
rhc initiative to educate the council on remedial math at Eastern, bills involving the use
of student funds, and the classification of
public informarion from executive sessions.
These efforts highlighted the last council
meenng of the winter c1uarter, which also
saw the resignation of two council members
Jane Lane, Developmental ,\lathcmaucs
Coordinator, and Jae<1uehne Coomes, ~lath
ematics Specialist, presented Lheir work in
the area of remedial mathematics to the.:
council focusing, on the comparison of Eastern to other colleges and universities in
\'v'ashington state, and the marh department's
role in remedial math education.
"Every four year 1nst1rution in this state
takes the same placement test, an<l according
to that placement test 69.7 of all freshman
raking it in rhe summer placed in remedial
math or developmental math lasl year I 01

or I 04 which is an alarmingly high number
but what I \\·anred ro show you is that ir)s
happening C\'crywhere."
Lane and Coomes then went on to explain that the rapidly changing student demographic of Eastern has caught the math
department off guard. In the last three years,
Eastern has seen the majority of incoming
freshman come straight out of high school,
rather 1han from the older demographic
(which included more non-traditional and
transfer students) as in the past.
"Toe math department is still working
nut the roll of developmental math. With
rhe greater influx of traditional-age freshmen students, developmental math has become more necessary, and particularly the
administrative circles don't know what to
do with 1t."
The ,<leas within the temporary policy
a.doptt:d by the council after the executive
session, that began the invesugauon into the
possible misuse of funds by Shane Harr,
were introduced in bill form for a first reading. The council pas~ed this fir~t reading of
the bill during the meeting.
This bill, which must pass through rn o
more readings and votes of the council before it can become a part of the ASEWU
constitution, will likely receive numerous

Collins Fan1ily
Dentistry

changes. Current discussion involves who'
will be ultimately responsible for a completed
fund request, as well as other changes from
the previous policy.
One week after an executive session to
discuss "the possible misappropriation of
information," another bill that would extend the ASEWU constitution to cover executive sessions was also introduced.
This bill specifically deals with who can
be allowed to attend executive sessions, what
information may be public knowledge from
an executive session, and how to punish a
council member rhat misappr~priates information.
The discussion of this bill was heated
with a clash between current president
Holsing, and President-elect and current 1\cadem1c Affairs Representati\'e, Christian
Shook.
Shook felt that the matters of council disc1pl1nc would be best left to the newly
founded Superior court. She also explained
thai although the council may be modeled
after other representanve bodies such as the
I louse and Senate, the r\SE\VU council could
not be held to the same standards as these
bodies. She said this would make discipline
without the help of another, separate government body unfair to those disciplined,
because of the possibilHy of friendships affecnng judgment.

H.r;wrter

u.t,h

c1Jmpn'htl:b0t> ntli\ p.,ilimt ~~JTt.
l~f'• ►~

& clrunl11r3-
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Kcnm·th J. Collin!-., D,D.S.
Kcnnc:Lh M. Collin:--. DJ1.S.
Marnie L. Collins, D.D.S.
~•Hill
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s10ns.
.-\ five-minute executive scss10n was followed by the announcement oft.he rcs1gn:1tion of Transportanon and Safet1· represen tative Brncl Pugh, and University Advancement representative Renon Losse by Executive Vice President f leather Ruley.
"In the executive session we excepted.the
resignation of council member Renon Losse
and council member Brad Pugh. Renon is
becoming the Finance Vice-president elect
and Brad Pugh is moving on ro law school,
we also voted to reopen those positions/'
said Rul er
Both vacant posiuons are expected ro be
filled during the first meenng of the spring
quarter.

Exemption bill cut
from docket
Jeremy W, Kramer

* FREE TEETH \VTIITENING "'

Holsing strongly- d,sagreed with Shook,
claiming that rhe council would be more than
able to make professional decisions 1n spite
of friendships. llolsing also pointed out
that there are members of governing bodies
such as rhe f louse and Senate that are younger
than Shook herself, and still ver)' much expected to make decisions without the help
of a separate government body.
Holsing later noted outside of the council meeting that the ASE\VU was the strongest student government in the state of
Washington, again echoing her previously
stared belief that members of the council
would be able to make professional dcc1-

A bill that might have saved college
srudenrs money is not going anywhc:re
1h15 legislative session. I louse Bill 1236,
a bill rhat would make college rexrbooks
tax-free, wa~ roo complicated accordingro State House Representat1,·e, Don Cox.
Cox, who \\'as a sponsor of the bill
said, "the bill re,1u1red 1har the exemption be claimed and 1t was coo compli
cated nghr now."
The bill said that a person who has
paid sales tax fnr the sale of a college textbook m•~ht be ehg,blc for an exempnon
10 the form of a payment.
,\ person
cla1mmg an cxcmp11on musr par the t;lx
and then applv to the department of edu
canon for rcpa\ mcnt of salc:s tax paid.
In order for .1 stu<lenr tn recei,·e a re

fund they would have to have follo\\ed senral
guidelines. For example, e\'ldence that an 1n
srrucror for a course rtt a college or Lin1n~rs1ty
required the textbook. Also, e, idence that the
srudenr completed che course wuh the ec.1u1Ya
lent of a "C" grade 1f rhc cour~e w:1~ ~radcd, or
a passing grade if rhc cours.e was ungraded, and
endence th:u rct:ul sales rnx hns been paid on the
textbook; =ind nm orhcr 111form:1t1on re1..1u1red
by rhe dcpanmenl
ASE\\ U President Bree I lolsing \I a, disappointed that the b,11 was cut from the docket
"\'fe have rn set n:alisuc J!Oals and tight fur rhem,''
I [olsing srtid 1 "This ,~ sornl.'thin~ th:it \\ tll 1a.kc
awhile." I lo Ising said thai \S and \\ :1
cononuc IO push rhe bill C\ en if .. ll t.lkt'-. 20
years to prtss."
The hill might han~ ;l focurc: in th~ next lc:g-i . .
lart\·e session, "\\e arc ~om~ to ninnnue \\nrking on it," Cox sa1J, .. we \\ 1sh \\\: could h.1\<.
c.lone son1cthin~ ahlllll It I krtn\\ t \\ ill Id, 1.'

",II
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onnortunitv knocks...all week long
Students seek employment, internships at job fair
from at the fair, from }routh summer camps, to
police departments, the U.S. ~[ilitary and even retailers like Target and Nordstrom.
The City of Chener was there, sitting in the
same spot they have every year since che begin~
ning. They had many jobs to offer with the parks
and recreation department, from lifeguards, to
park maintenance, and volunteer positions for
the 3 on 3 basketball rournamenr held in Che ney
each summer.
" Ir's worth out rime to come back every year,"
Dianna Harrington, recreation coordinator for the
City of Cheney, said. "Jr's a good way to promote
our programs."
To contacr the Cheney Parks and Recreation
Department, call 235-..,295.
The Idaho Panhandle National Forest, a di\'is10n of the U.S. Department of ,\grlculture and
Foresr Service, are badly in net:::d of seasonal
firefighters this p.:ar. Last year was tq)icallr a bad
tire season, and this year 1s anticipated to be C\'en
worse.
Gernng a job with the Forest Service "depends
on where rou want ro go and whar you want ro
do," said Chad Baconrind, a fish b1olog1st w1th
the Idaho Panhandle Nanonal Panhandle Foresr.
"EYerybody wants co ~et a 106 in their own field 1
but by rry1ng: somerhing else a lor of students can
see interest m other fields too.,,

Maggie M,l!er/Eastemer

A EWU student Ann Marie chats with Chad Baunrindi of the US. Forest
Service at the Job Fair.
Sara Leaming
IVptJrln

A

lthough seemingly mo cold out, and
considering ho\V many cbys we have
acruallr seen the sun here in good ol'

En.stern \X'ashrngwn in rhc past two weeks, ir·s
rnne ro srnrc Lhinkmg: ;1bour summertime.

It 1s ume ro starting chinking about relaxauon.
It ,s rime to think about kicking back at the lake
on a sweltcnng: hot da\' wiLh a couple of fnends,
chicks in b1kin1s, guys in baseball caps and sandals
!shin oprional], and a couple of cold ones ..
Ohr Back to realuy \\'hat realh 1s coming ,s
the need for a summer 106 10 support those long
hours spcm a<. a servitor m that cherrustry exam
\ ume m sc:irch for that one 106 that is going to
make <>r break mur summer fun(ds), so to speak
If you need a summer 1nb, aside from the one
Jou ha,e lined up at ~lcDonalds operattn~ rhe
dearh trrer, rou should ha\'e been a1 rhe 20Ul
l a tern \\ ,1sh1ngt, n 1_ nl\ ers,ry Job and lnrernh,p f-a,r Tues<l,l\
Tlie 10h fair ~pon1,.ore<l by the L.1,tcrn \Xa::.hn ,ron l nl\cr H\ C,uccr Sen ices ryp1calh· takes
'>lace the tirsr 1 uoda\ 1n ~l.irch Lou \nn

I tmnmcl, a computer support analrst for rhe Stu·
dent Emplormcnt Office, srnrrcd it eight years
ago.
The first event had onlr 12 emplorers present,
and pnmanly was all about seasonal summer jobs.
11,is year, the fair had 4° emplorers in attendance,
and some looking for 1nrernsh1ps that could eventual!)' lead to permanent jobs for some students.
Some years the 10b fair has had as many as 65
employers present. The 1nternsh1ps were 1ust
added into the nm in the last couple of years,
1lommel said.
The Careers Services Center I0\'1tes usually
around 300 compames. "The)' non fy us and rel!
us chat they are interested," Hommel said. "Companies con tact us all the ome."
;\r the fair, students mill about from table to
rable, talking to vanous employers and gemng as
much l1tera1ure as 1he1· can about the 106s available. Eastern student Jac9ueline Bennion came m
"see what was our there, and hopefullr earn some
money''
_·\ student that 1ust arnved on the scene said he
\I as looktng "for anythtnµ; he could get " 17,ere
was a lot to be had.
There 1s a smorgasbord of employers m choose

,\side from fire fighting, rhe Department of
Agnc1.ilrurc and f-'orest Service has )Obs ranging
from guides, to lifeguards, forestry aides, cons1ruct1on aides, en economics asstsrnncs. You
name It, they have it. f leek, they even have Jobs in
Puerto Rico.
For mnre information about Forest Ser\'icc
1obs, log on to www.fs.fed.us/fs1Dbs.
Employers looking for students with more
specific mterest in jobs in their degree fields were
al"o on hand. The Pacific 1 orthwest Nationa l
Laboratory, operated by Battelle, for rhe U.S. Depamnent of Energy in Richland, Wash., 1s looking for accounnng, and finance summer interns.
The 1obs consist of two rorarional assignments of 6-8 weeks each, in accounting, business
anal)'sis or business office functions. It pays between S14 and S16 an hour. Quire a far cry from
rhe pennies Zip's or Burger King would be throwrng your way.
Sam ~larrinez, business manager for the energy science and technology division of PN tL,
said that his company "has probablr hired, in the
lasr 3 to 4 years, 1 to 2 Interns a }rear,, from the
students that come and work dunng the summer.
\'Vhatever your Interest, there

1s

a iob out there

for rou this summer. Students who missed out
on the 10b fair can still get ,n contac, with prospecm ·e employers who were at the fair. The E\X'U
Career Sernces ~ ebsite has mformatJQn on many
pan-nme off campus job!'. 1 and has a hsc of summer jobs and internships from man\' of the em
players present at the 106 fair posted there a, well.

Log on to www.careers.ewu.edu.
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C011te on di:ntm
A look inside the home
shared by EWU's President
and First Lady

showing signs of craftsmanship long smce past. Ir also has some cok,rual essence, given away by the bnck foundanon and the pillars that hold
up the front porch.
Aside from the glowing hardwood, tearing up the carpet also revealed unusual ale \\ork 10 the from entryway. The nks are marked hr
different spnbols that resemble pictographs or gl)l'hs of some kmcl.
<(Some day some professor 1s going to come through here and
know what they arc," Ruthie said. But none so far ha\'e noticed.

Sara Leaming
Rrf<lrler

The Jordans do yu1tc a bit of cntcrtaimng in the house, ha\ ing
had only about 30 10 50 people as the largest group "' far inside the
house.
Thcr also held an 1cc cr<.:am sociaJ for parent'- and students 1n 1he faU,

Perhaps you didn't nonce the watchful yellowed eyes of Thelma and
Louise from a o:;econd swry bedroom "~ndow in the bujlcling adjacent
from I lar1,,reaves I !all the lase nme rou walked to Algebra.

11.1th about 650 people 111 attendance. The event was held ouL'1de on the
newly reinforced patio space. There 1s a big bnck fireplace 10 the rarJ
attached to what must ha,·e at one urne been a carriage house, artd no,~
resembles a modern day garngc. Anti eagle was stoned mm the bnck m
front of the fireplace. Go Eagles.
They also added a new s1mng room off the backside of the house
made enorely of wmdows. Rulh1e said they really haven't had a chance
ro enjoy it yet because it has been so cold.
Ruthie and President Jordan n.,--illy enioy living on rnmpus. le is a
way to he truly connected to the uni\·ersity and its roors m h1swn·.

No, not the "-'1cky I lolly,mod car cnppmg Thelma and L.ou1Se, but

the two furry felines whose daily li\·es consist of watchmg the ALLX of
srudenrs back and fonh from their perch at Urnversiry I louse~ a place
they share vmh L1ni,-crs1ty President Stephen Jordan, and his wife, Ruthie.
\\"hen Jordan became President of [iascem \X'ashm1,>1on Llruvers1ty
tn 1998, he and his v.'lfe <leaded to once ahrain make the L1nivcrs1ty
I lous~ a 1radmonaJ part of rbc campus hy making the house their
permanent rcs1d<.'ncc.
Uru,·crsuy I louse, which was buih in 1929, is one of six nngmal
campus huikhngs located 111 the l"\X"ll I hstonc D1scnct. It is also on the
~auonal Register of I hstonc Places.
TI1e home has about 4,.)20 st1uarc feet. ''It 1s not a h1g house,"
Ruthie Jordan said. "But a 1s 1ust nght for us."
The bu1ld10g had not been the prcsidcm's residence since 1987. Since
that ame, the house had been used m vanous capacirie\ including as a
faculty d1rung hall and a place 10 hold reccpaons. Quite a bu of remod~
elmg had to be done to the house to make ll a home once again "It had
really been used and abused," Ruthie said.
The space that is now the living room was used as a clirung space,

She s:ud they rarely get people commp, up to the door, but that on
occasion some stragglers wi!J come up, not knowing what the butldmg
1s and 1us1 generally bcmg cunous. But she said that mostly "people :m:
so respectful of our pnvacy."
Maggie Miller/Easterner

.i. EWU's First Lady Ruthie Jordan wa lks down the
stairs of her home of 4,320 square feet.
and the walls were painted a putnd fuchsia color and filled with catering
paraphernalia, mcludmg a mass of dmmg chairs and cables. All the
noors were cm·ered with carpet, including all doorways. 11iey discovered
that underneath the carpet lay the onginal hardwood flooT1ng.
"The hardwood Boors were original and needed to be out," Ruthie
said.
Jordans wamec..l to hnng rhe house back to what 1t was m
us ,maquarcd fom1. llicy hired contractors, who spent from about
\1ay unnl ther rno\cd 10 the house m September, restoring the

Overall, tl1t' house had an amazing presence of "home." If it C\'er
was used as a diru ng hall, it was not so obvious m the presence of
appearance or spirit now.
I felt it when I first came m. i\ larbc it was the candle burrung m 1hc
kitchen cl1at smeUed of spicy pine, the knickknacks here and there, or the
photos of smiting. bubbling newly welcomed grand-babies, that uuh
makes a house a home.
Or maybe It was the small cozy den on the backside of the house,
adorned with a shelf fuU of golf balls from courScs a.ll over the country.

~n,e

home die best thcr could Ruthie said they were wonderful, am]
reallv did a l><:auutul J<>h
•· Returrnng- the house back to whar i1 was meam 10 be was a
fun thing to doi" Ruthie -;a.id. "Evc:ryboc..lr 1ust lon.:s this house so

much"
Ruthie wa, able co !ind much of the ori~n:t! furnin1rc that \Vas
ust..-d u1 the house m tl1t: ullJ\'l'.r5ltY smragl'. 11 \\as a11 found to be
in l'.Xccllcnt condmon, ha\ mg been circ:d tor by vanous j:trntoriaJ
staff over the ~ c:ars.
The~ were L'1. c:n able ro extract the ongmaJ dmrng morn

sel

that

carni: \\1th the hou~. I.tchcd In the leaves of the table is d1c
1926. ··\\e ~•t luckr," she said .

Yl":l!

•\II of the light Jixrures arc the ong,nals as weU. They arc big
lxlwl-shaped glass ornaments 1ha1 hang from the cctling by iron
chains. You can find them m rhe bec..lroom, dining mom, hall·
ways, and~all three bedrooms up5ta.irs.
The ki1chen ncc.-ded tht' most m·erh:iuJing II seems. 11,c con-

Maggie Mi er, Eas1emer

.i. The sun room inside Untversity House.

tractors had to replace most C\.ef)1hm~ and lower the ceiling bcc.1u~ tht

Maggie Miller/Easterner

.i. A peek mside the President's dining room.

0

'\\)U

l.ll 't

put a ball in there unless you played the course," Ruthie ,.ud.
It may he homt for the president, his w1fo1 and all uthn tout k:g,cd

foc1liocs had prer1ously been used for mdustnal-t\pe cc.,king and had
huge fans. 1hcy replaced the A,x,rs m the kitchen \\1th hard\\0<id to

wonders (including an occ~smnal spider), but realh, die l ru,er>111 I !nu><:

match the ong,nal Aoonn~ You really can't c,·en tell the difference bel ween the two.

of whom, anJ \\ hat has made our ,d1ool wh:tt

TI1c house ha.s manr chamcter

tratL~

of a (,eor~..tn scvlc home. \\1th

daborate entrance5 an<l dccoraa\'c moldi"h,s· 11,e wood around the
dcx,rways 1s die ong,nal, and the d,xm are dehcatcl) etched \\1th dt:Slh'fl,

1s

a hisronc treasure central to our campus communm. h 1, a ren 1ndL"f

It 1, tnd.n .•md hn\\ w1.
can all stnn· to keep that spint al1\ c and he pr()ud ot our hc11L~l'
'1lus 1s ;1 place for the Unt\'crsm tC> put It'-, hc,r ton1 Ion.\ ud .
Ruthie s;Ud

visit us at www.eastemeronllne.com
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Nanster will start plaving it sate
JaddDavis
Report,r

apster has announced rhac it will start
filtering ics music as of March 1 in order to
circumvent the legal conflict of coprnght infringement.
Napster ts an online program that allows
,rs members to upload files in MP3 format
(the de facto standard for sound files online)
directly from one hard drive to another. The
new filtering technique wlll consist of an
added step between the initial upload and
the actual viewing of the file that will determine whether or not the file is pirated. Jf the
file is indeed pirated, the filter will block iL
This de\'elopment is the latest in a long
list of Napster-related conflicts.
Napster originated in the summer of 1999
as a computer science project of then College
freshman Shawn Fanning. Fanning created
the prol(ram using imperfect beta coding to
d1srributc his own music as well as provide
an actn·c mus1c-shartng: community amongst
h,s peers.
ince then, Napster has skyrocketed in notonety.
apster began LO receive criticism rn August when the Recording Ind ustry Associanon of America IR IAA] expressed its concern over copyright infringement issues. The
rationale for Lhis argument is that nearly all

Tuition:

copyrighted music th at exists in MP3 fo rmat
was originally pirated. Naps ter, as a co n duit
for pi racy, became a subject fo r debate.
apster has been calJed "a haven
for music piracy" by th e RI AA.
The
debate

of 1999, the
RIAA sued
Napster for
cont r ibutory
copyright infringement.
This case has
since remained in
court.

mary source of ar-

music?
Some say no.
·'Remember when cassette
rapes came out and the record companies were
terrified that we would make copies and give
them away or resell them? They spent a lot
of money trying ro stop it-they need lO embrace this technology because they are not

going to be able to srop it," said Florida-based
Webm aster K en Brow n.
"We can't be responsible for ou r users,"
said former Napster CEO Eileen
Richa rdson.
Others say the company
is liable.
"This is not a
passive role,"·said
Hillary Rosen,
president
of
the
RI AA.
1 apster
has
remained in
full operation throughout the trial, but
an impending injunction from the
federal courts has
caused the company
to rethink its position.
On February 20, 2001,
Napster issued a statement declasi ng rhat it would pay
Sl,000,000,000 to recording companies over
the next five years in order to pay fo r copyrighted music. This expenditure will be
funded by a proposed monthly rare posed
on Napster members.

Despite its legal misfon u nes, Na ps ter has
become an on line p h e n o m e n o n . Its members continue to grow in numb ers an ywhere
from 5%-25% pe r day. T he co mp any's main
office has migrated wes t fro m Sh a wn
Fanning's do rm room at No rth eas tern Un iversity to Silicon Va ll ey, in t he p rocess pick ing
up big-name management suc h as Mi lto n
Olin, former vice president of legal affairs fo r
/\&NI records and Keith Berstein, fo rm er execurive at Global E.
Because of such massive ex p a n sio n ,
Napster's legal predicament looms de pressingly on the horizon of many a fa1t hfu l me mber.
"Napster is my best frie nd. I'd mi ss th e
exposure I get to all the stuff I neve r wo uld
have heard of before, 11 said Eastern s tu de nr
Shon Dempsey.
" I rh1nk Napster is harm less," sai d fell o w
student Dawson H oward.
Both Dempsey and H oward ag ree t h a t
apster is c1uite usefu l as a mea ns o f previewing CDs before buying an d will miss the
added security it gave rh ei r wa ll e ts.
D espite a large n um b e r of sim ilar se ntiments from its usfrs n atio nw id e, Napster is
finally ben di ng ro th e lega l wind w ith its new
filtering adaptation and m o nthl y fee proposals. Per haps a wo rk ab le co mpro mi se will be
reached. U n ti l t he n , h oweve r, Nap stcr's fu ture as an on line gia n t remai ns uncl ear.

hikes in education prices almost a certainty; methods still in question

From pg . 2
able to blnme someone other th~n 1hcmsdvcs
for tuition.''
Johnson recommended finding some sort
of re\·enue that will go soldy for funding higher
cducarion. This re\'enue would be similar to
the lnrrcrr mone1• used to fund K- 12 educa-

uon.
Sen. l'aull Shin has proposed a 6111 that would
make higher educanon consnrulionally pro·
rected, much in the way that K-12 educ:ttinn 1s
now. The dcd1c:Hed revenue source would make
this possible, said Johnson.
However, when the 6111 came before rhe Senate last week, Sen. Kohl-\\'elles pulled the bill
ciung 1har chey needed rime to !t:-arn more about
rhe matter
Under Shin's proposal. a degree of up to
four rears would be constitutionally protected
and alrhough there "'ould be a user fee of about
5500 per 9uaner, 1l would be very difficult for
the legislature to raise that fee
'Thar v. <>uld require us LO ~o co the voters
evcnruaJI} ~\~ a soluuon, H 1s quHc far off,"
saicl Johnson
f nrsyih, howe\'cr. does not think a consLitum,nally protected higher educanon svstem is
rhe answer f le said that constuunonally protecung higher cducarmn would merely put mort:

financial pressure on the OSI IS-a program
goods and services. Consequent!)\ the state's
rhar 1s nlrea<ly at great enough nsk for loss of budget takes a severe hit. This effect, while still
funding.
present, would be diminished greatly wirh an
He said the problem ran deeper than 1ust
income tax based system.
the higher cducauon system.
The people hurt most by the progressive
.. I sec all ot our problems flowing from our
income tax aTe rhe wealthy. \"'{'i rh an income tax,
laX srstcm
as your tncome increases, the percentage of tax
Otir system, as it s1and1,, 1s hased most!}' on
rou pay also increases-essentially; rich people
saks tax, and to a smaller extent, propt:rry caxes.
pay more than poor people. Because the wealthy
The soluuon 1hat Forsyth proposes requires
make up a larger percentage of the voter pool
moving from a sales tax to a progressive inthan rhe poor, Forsyth has doubts abour the
come ta:x. MosL stares have liulc or no salts tax
feas,b1hty of such a system.
and an income tax,
whereas Washmgton
has no income tax
and a high sales cax.
\V1ch an rncome
rax system, chere
MCildow H e;,.rt
would
be
more
M assage:
money ro go around
Li.s:a H~mpron. L M.P.
1115) I S~el
because Washington

''The poor a re more harm ed by th e sales tax
than they would be wi th a progressive inco me
tax," said Forsyth. " I f we rea ll y ca red abo ut
poor people in this state, we would swi tch to
an income cax system."
"To ger ,r done, there would have to be a lot
of polit1ca] will and there would have to be
some politicians who are going to be will1og to
sacrifice their political careers ro change t he tax
sys1t:m," he s~ud. "There are going co he people
hurt by a progressive income tax, and those
people arc gomg rn be the rich."

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •••••••
Chiropractic and Massage Therapy
!
••
••
Caring For You!
Cheney Spinal Care
•
Dr. L:wrc:n Bachu.r:n
Cheney S~in al Care
•••
Cl1iropr1C.1or
•
•
235-2122
••

:

$rate's income would
not be ,o dras11ca1Jl'
affected by recession
or high tnflatton.
W1rh the current system~ every rime the
state moves mto recession, the public
stops purchasing

-~

Qualny chiropracuc and ma,~~l!;t for your
back pain, neck pain, a.nd headache~.
Friendly homcrown armosph~n;;.
C.1ll for free consub.rion.

~ fl]

•

••
••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• • •• •••• • ••
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Coping with crunch-time stress
Lucy Dukes
R,poriu
As the quarter draws to a close al Eastern,
crunch time 1s coming for students. While some

f t 1 I t- : 1! !

r, 1
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models of orgaruzanon planned well and have
all the1r work done already, most are feeling
stressed, and are struggling to cope with then
workloads.
Many students are putting in late nights, los-
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Tax-deferred solutions
from TIAA-CREF can
help you reach your
retirement goals faster.
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Chris Katke, a senior takmg 23 credits, said
ing sleep cramming for finals and writing term
s1mdarly, "I 1ust focus," addtng that knowing
papers in the morning's wee hours. They are
he'll be done soon helps as well.
feeling tired, and some are even mani festmg
For Katke, the closer promise of spring break
physical symptoms of stress.
is makes plowing through schoolwork easier too.
"I've been having trouble sleeping," said
Maggie Herda. "That's the only "It's been a long 9uarteri" he said.
Students are coping by organtzing, and by
way I can tell I'm stressed, I can't
makmg ume for themselves and their fnends.
sleep."
tH ! '. :;
Hanhee Park's method IS "schedultng and
Her friend, Lindy Vance, exhiblists, lots of lists," she satd.
its an even more obvious sympVance said the same thing. "Being orgamzed
tom. "I've broken into a rash behelps so much," she said.
cause of it," she said.
Vance and her friends make sure their schedPart of Ltndy's problem 1s that
ules include time wuh each
she ,s involved in so
other too, especially near the
many activities that
You gotta do what you
end of the quarter
" Ir
she has difficult)'
gotta do . It'll pay off in
helps," they agreed.
juggling all of them
the end.
Alvarado spends ume
now that schoolwith his friends ro relie,·e
work 1s taking up so
stress as well. "I generally go
much nme. She is a
out and have fun," he said, " I hang out with my
community advisor and a memfriends."
ber of Students 1n Free Enterprise.
Jackie Rellama and Felicia McClary also spend
She also commutes to Spokane for
time together to get themselves through the end
bsmess classes, which takes up
of the quarter. They had some add1t1onal,
enough arne to frustrate her
quirkier coping methods too. "We go shopping
For orhcr students, having fun
a lot, and we eat a lot," they said.
1s 1ust too tempong Schoolwork
Kristen Pratt says it helps het to take at least
lies unfinished and deadlines creep
one fun class each quarter. "That's my way of
up dunng playtime.
coping," she said.
Tony Alvarado, for example,
Scott Adams says it helps him to help other
srud he usually keeps up with his
people who are stressed out. Watching mo,·,es
classes, but the recent sunny
helps too, he said, "especially the horror or ro
weather distracts him. "There's so
mantic genre."
much more fun things to do," he
Professors would probably not recommend
said.
another frequent!)' mentioned way of dealing
He knows though, that the
only way to fintsh schoolwork 1s with end-of the-quarter workloads.
" I blew off class today to cope," said Herda.
to work on it. "You gotta do what
"All of us have skipped classes," said her
you gotta do," Alvarado said
friend, Pratr.
" It'll pay off in the end."
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The tribal council has spoken
Who will be the next voted off AS Island?
Steven]. Barry
Allistant Editor

Frequent executive sessions and a high number of
"resignations" in the

ASEWU council
have baffled students and administrators

throughout
this academicyear.
While many
attribute
these occurrences to simple
family or personnel problems, others have taken a more
radical standpoint, and I think
those are the people who have
the situation figured out.
Things are most definitely not
as they appear to be.
Why are council members
retreating to the safety of executive session so often?
Why do they keep disappearing, or, as they like to call it,
"resigning?" The answer is
simple, my friends.

The ASEWU council is
secretly playing "Survivor."
Yes, that's right. This year
has been a big, secret game
of "Survivor." We think
the council divided into

The first,
'Wmj'
comprised
f
0
councilpersons who
pour their beans and souls
into working for the student body. The second,
"Dontadoacrappa," is
comprised
of
councilpersons more in-

terested in getting free
tuition than anything
else. Unfonunately,
no one knows exactly
which
councilpersons are in which
camp.
These "'executive sessions"

the council has been retreating to are actually tribal meetings, in which tribe members
vote on who will be the next
to leave the council.
We don't know much
about the secret show, but we
do know for sure no one has
decided to go nude-thank
goodness. We also know that,
thus far, seven tribe members
have decided
to "resign,,

Pugh may have been responsible for heading up a
few of the challenges, the
first of which was organizing a concert for the school.
The Workalotta tribe won
that one hands down, after
booking Everclear. The
Dontadoacrappa tribe was
going to book somebody,
bur they said they had a lot
of other stuff to do and they
didn't feel so
well, so rhey
didn't get

since the
around to it
show staned
this time.
in SeptemAnother
To participate in
ber.
challenge the
the Easterner's own
Ir
IS
two camps
survivor poll, visit
speculated
faced was
that Dean of
the opinion page of
that of orgaStudents
nizing
a
www.easterramtirecnm
Danny Pugh
senseless
has been actboycott. One
ing as the
tribe was
host of rhe show, which would very nearlrable to get a boyexplain his exclusion from the cott of Excell Foods up and
so-called "executive sessions." running, while the others
It should be noted, however, tned unsuccessfully to boyrhat Pugh has yet to be seen cott rhe university bookstore.
wearing the requisite safaii garb. The bookstore boycotters

Visit Us Online

could have been victorious,
had it not been for their advertising campaign, which
relied on bed sheets and water-soluble paint. The signs
looked like they had been
painted by young, unsupervised children.
For food
supplies, the
council
hasn't
done
a oything
as ex-

citing as the Lribes
on the CBS special. No,
no brutal killings of pigs
or chickens on AS Island.
They've been sticking to
less-gory merns of procure1nent, such as order-

ing pizza and diet Pepsi
during their "executive
sessions.,..

Bree Holsing,
with her natural •
leadership ability
and her take-no-guff attitude, looks to be the most
like! y candidate for victory.

She already has most of AS
Island behind her.
Christian Shook is definitely nipping at her heels, but
will need to form a more
powerful alliance wit h other
tribe members if she hopes
to win. Shook, from
the Workalotta
tribe, has reportedly made attempts at an
inter-tribal alliance, but is

having
problems
with members of the other camp. It
seems as though the members of the Dontadoacrappa
tribe she is trying to recruit
are reluctant to work for her
cause. They said she really
caught them at a bad time,
and they' re already really
stressed out.
It's still to early to tell who
will be the last survivor on
AS Island. Only time, the
tribal council, and Danny
Pugh will tell who will survive the longest.
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u.sincarceration levels too high
Penal system should rehabilitate, not enslave
Solom on Pech
R.epa,rer
There are over two million people incarcerated in
the United States today.
From the year 1920 to
1975 the rate of incarcerations fluctuated bet ween 82
to 113 per 100,000 people.
From the years 1975 to
1990, the rate jumped by
more then three hundred
percent. The 1990's have not
been much better.
If this isn't bad
enough, we can take a look
at racia l differences. For
Africa n American males
3,370 per 100,000 are presently incarcerated. About
15.5 percent of all prisoners are Hispanic altho ugh
they compose a sma ller
percentage of the overall
population.
Mostly though the
skew is related to income
levels. By the year 2010, if
the incarceration rate is still
going the way it is, fully
one-quarter of the United
States will have had a stint
in a jail at one time or another. Presently, 724
people out of every
100,000 are in prison.
This doesn't mean in
coun ty jai l, this means that
they are doing time in a
state or federal facility.
T h is rate of incarceratio n has d ramaticall y increased since t he 1970's an d
h as kept r isi n g in the face
of crime rates falling
across the board over the
past few decades [with the
exce ption of d rug cri me
arrests]. The overall rate
of incarceration has increased 6.2 % du r ing the
1990's and it is thought it
keep increasing until 1,900
people of 100,000 are incarcerated by the year 2025
un l ess
something
changes.
Why is this alarming,
one might ask? Because
we have 500,000 more
prisoners than China with
a fraction of the population and more then seven

times the incarceration rate
of many technologically
advanced countries.
To add to the disgust
of this growing monster
known as the United States
penal system, we are now
seeing the phenomena of
privatized prisons or corporate run prisons. Does
the mere contemplation of
this phrase scare anybody?
Well, it scares the crap out
of me. It is already well
known that the corporate

erations so that they employ the prisoner via their
corporations as well. This
to me sounds a lot like slavery with the holding pen
included. There could be
some very subversive motives behind all this. As we
all know there is hardly a
damn thing that prisons
do tO rehabilitate the inmates residing within their
walls also there has been a
definite trend towards the
lengthening of sentences

run prisons are serving

s 1 n c e
Nixon's
war on

sub-standard food, giving
sub-standard care, and using substandard facilities
in comparison to other
prisons. Currently there
are eighteen prison corpo·
rations that manage over

100,000 beds. From the
looks of things, the trend
is just beginning.
The financial aspect of
incarceration also looks
pretty grim. The average
cost of imprisoning one individual is 25,000 per year.
In 1994 this cost the U.S.
$35 million. This is only
the tip of the iceberg too.
There are lots of indirect
costs. For example, when a
person is imprisoned often
rimes the family goes on
welfare or the cliildren get
sent to a foster family.
When lost wages are figured into all this, the rota!
cost of incarceration in this
count ry looks a bit more
like $140 mi llion and that
is riding at the low end of
possible costs.
ln an attempt to lower
these costs, several prisons
have been putting their inma t es to work. This
doesn't seem to be such a
bad thing at first glance.
Who can disagree with
keeping any one in the work
force? I bet many of the
prisoners even appreciate it.
But if we dig a little deeper
we find some of the muck
sitting there looking us
straight in the eye.
First of all some of the
companies running prisons
are trying to set up their op-

rion rate in the country
closely following Louisiana. Texas' prison population on average grew 11.8%
annually during the 90's;
this was the highest
growth rate in the U.S.
Texas• current incarceration

rate is 1035 per 100,000.
They also have the most
people imprisoned than
any other state in rhe
Union (163,190). From
1990 to 2000 one in every
five prisoners added tO rhe
overall
prison
populaThe trick is going to be

c r 1 me.

convincing the govern~

T h i s

ment, and now the corporations, and start rehabilitating prisoners r ather
than stowing them away.

could be a
great position for
a corporation to be
in. Think about it, millions of employees that
have to work for the corporation, who don't get
paid Jack, and the employees are definitely not going anywhere. If they
work poorly the corporation could do just about
anything they wanted tO as
punishment. I mean
who's going to believe a
crook. No body believed
Nixon, did they?
How about a little dirt
on our new President's

former state good ol'
Texas. Texas only has the
second highest incarcera-

tion was
incarcer-

ated tn
Texas.
N e w
York had
a higher

crime rate then Texas over

all but still incarcerared less
people then Texas. Overall
New York has added five
times fewer prisoners to
the overall U.S. inmate
population. One in every
twenty Texans is either in
jail, prison, on parole, or
on probation.
Nor only is this true,
but most of us who paid
attention to the elections
know that this state is 49,h
in the country for education. To draw an easy parallel education levels are negatively correlated with inca rceration. In other words the

more educated you are the
less likely you are to have
served prison time. In prisons today 16% of the
population has had some
college experience, while on
the outside, half of the
U.S. has attended high
school. In prison half have
not made it through high
school and more than that
are functionally illiterate,
while only 17% of the
uniocarcerated U.S. have
not completed a hi-gh
school level education. I
wonder how much Bush
did for his states education? I bet he left it up to
the people to better the
education of the state.
Does anyone else see the
flaw in that?
To end on a posit ive
note, it has bee n shown
that prison emp loymen t
does reduce recidiv ism
nomina lly and it also does
aid in emp loy men t after
re lease. If this too l is u sed
properly it cou ld he lp a
great deal. If the prisoners were paid what t hey are
worth, they could conceivably pay for their incarceration, maybe he lp their
families and even save fo r
their ret urn into soc iety.
T he t r ick is go ing t o be
co n vi n cin g th e go vern ment , and now t h e co rp orations, and start rehabilitat in g pr iso n e r s rath er
t h an st ow ing t hem aw ay.

Please Contribute! !
Students who wish to contribute toihe Nostalgia
Corner, or wish to expess their opinion on other
issues around campus can send their entries to us
at
The Easterner
Op-Ed contribution
Eastern Washington University
Hargreaves Hall 119
Cheney WA. 99004
Entries should be submitted with a phone number
and e-mail address.

1/isit us at www.easterneronfine.com

Eitterner
Letters to the Editor
Please type your letter restricting
it to 250 words. Include your full namo,
signature and telephone numher for
verification. Wr. reserve the righl not co
publish lcuers, and all printed material is
subject to editing. Letters must be received
by Tuesday at 3 p.m to be published in

the following Thursda> issue

Send letters to:

The Easterner
EWU, Hargreaves# 119
Cheney, WA 99004

Disclaimer
• The Easterner provides a forum for
our readers to express their opinions and
concerns. Letters-to-Lhe-editor as well as
advert isements do not necessarily reflect
Lhe opinions ofThe Easterner staff or
EWU.

Editorial Staff
Editor
Jennifer Harrington
(509)359-6737
Assistant/News Editor
Steven J. Barry
(509)359-7010
Campus Life Editor
Adrian Workman
(509)359-2273
Sports Editor
Tom Fox
(509)359-43 18
On-line Editor
John Lichorobiec
(509)359-43 17
Photo Editor
Maggie Miller
(509)35%270
Copy Editor
Brian Triplett
(509)359-43 18
Editorial Assistant
Zan Lanouette
(509)359-6270
Business Manager
Michelle Young
(509)358-2266
Advertising Manager
Allison Harper
(509)358-2266
Ad Representative
Melody Kraemer
(509)359-70 I 0
Ad, isor
BtllStimson
Newsroom: (509)359-6::!70
Ad vertisin g: (509)358-2266
Fax umber: (509)159-4 19
E-mail: eastcmcn:inilil@}nlloo.com
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Bring your

teaching degree to

In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach or visit our website at www.calteach.com.

• Competitive starting salaries and benefits
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
• Housing and cost of living incentives
• Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

e11r r 811 ei 1

left Coast. Right Job.SM

o/isit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Chili Pepper's guitarist solo album
David Cole

Reporter
Like anything that sucks, there is a lot of it. Take for example
the metastasis of hair on my butt. An even more revolting
example would be the ever-present boy-band phenomenon of
modem music. Important to note here is that there seems to be
no end in sight to these manufactured groups.
Apparently no one beyond the age of accountability is

ether listening to or buying music. Well, older people are
likely listening, but likely getting music in ways that are hard
to track by record industries. Maybe once huge Internet
monsters like N apster are wrestled to the ground by court
ordered injunctions, adult tastes willagain dictate industry
decision.
This, if it were to happen would certainly eliminate some
of the marketing that puts these "boy barnacles" everywhere.
Of course I hope that Britney Spears would continue co mature in musical style and remain a permanent part of the
recording industry.
That being said I don't think that the music styling of

John Frusciante is going co be any help when it comes to
people discarding their Backstreet Boys records, but at least
he reminds you of what it means to be an artist. The new
album "To Record Only Water For Ten Days," is rather boring to an untrained ear, and the title itself sounds slightly
boring. But is it boring?
I remember the first time I set our alone to try and record
only water fo r ten days. Well it wasn't lo ng before I was
playing around, and forgot I was there recording water. f
remember distinctly the urgency I felt trying co pull up my
pants as I could hear the sounds of voices and paddles corning from up stream. My lousy attempt obviously failed miserably.
John Frusciante however "-'as much more successful in
his attempt than I was. Ttlen again, Frusciante is a magnificent guitar player, and he has a deeply creative sense
that has at times afforded him comparisons to Jimi Hendrix.
He is also a current and a former member of The Red Hot
Chili Peppers. John was part of the Chili Peppers when
they really became a prominent band, which was after they
recorded the now famous album BloodSugarSexMagik.
Recently the band, including Frusciante, has released an
album titled Californication that has been highly regarded
so far.
Frusciante's attempts to come out from 'Under the Bri dge'
of The Chili Peppers and become himself a viab le so lo artist
will eventually be a success. With a large follow ing of Chili
Pepper fans and guitar fans in general, Frusciante has already
established a base following. He is just waiting for the rest of
Ame rica ro forget about the soull ess world of pop music,
and let thei r tastes matu re.
With his new record including some great songs like ' Wind
Up Space,'' Away & Anywhere' and 'Remain,' John Frusciante
won't have long to wait. People will like this album.
T he music is good, and all of it is made w ith real inst ruments played by John himself. Frusciante is also responsible
for writing and produci ng t he enti re reco rd. Ifl have to tell
you why that is significant, you should just keep playing your
N'Sync.
A nyway, when is the new fu ll length TOOL album being
released? That will certainly end th e line of ga rbage t hat has
been loading record sto re shelves. We ll , un ti l t hen I
remain ... SCREAMING for Wilson, on a makeshift raft, in a
sea of pop.

Summer Employment

,'iA«~s:11""ie1 National Park

SUMMER 2001: A CREATIVE EXPERIENCE
Experience the exdtement, joy and future rewards of education at Eastern this
summer. Convenient classes. Easy registration.

And hundreds of new, exdong, unique courses.

Take an educational expedition this summer.
Pick up your free catalog at these locations:
Sutton Hall • Spokane Higher Ed Center • Riverpoint Classroom Bldg.

EASTERN
WA'>IIISGT01'
U IVE R ~ I TY

(509)-623-4222

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Brad Pitt plays against type in The Mexican
JaddDavis
1/.qxmu

Brad Pitt and Julia Robem star in a qwrky action/ comedy/
romance movie about a stolen gun with historical ramifications.
Brad Pitt takes a break from his typical "I'm the sexiest man
alive" roles to play a bumbling reluctant thief on one last criminal
assignment.
Sound typical? Yeah, mostly.
The premise for the story is that Pitt accidentally landed a
crime lord in jail due to his own inattentive driving. In order
to make up for the inconvenience, Pitt is now required to

work for the crime organization for five years,
the duration of the prison term . His "employment" is nearly over when he is forced
into one last operation, much to the disgust
of his girlfriend [played by Robens) who
breaks up with him because of it.
Pitt follows his mission into Mexico [but
not before a witty demonstration of the ignorance of most Americans in relation to other
countries' customs] to retrieve "The Mexican," a
gun of incredible beauty that is also the bearer

of a curse. There are some slapstick scenes demonstrating the history of the gun and after all
the crazy shenanigans that take place in relation
to it, one might expect that there acruallymight
beawrse.
What follows is a [somewhat slow) convoluted sequence of events chronicling the escapades of Pitt and Roberts as they struggle to
finish the job while rediscovering their love for
each other. Minor characters pass in and out of the plot [sometimes in a most ambiguous wayJ and serve to bolster the idea
that love makes the world go around.
The idea behind the movie may not be the most interesting,
but there is some incredibly witty writing and the cinematography
is very smarr. Some interesting subplots touch on modern social
issues in a nonthreatening way, and the F-word is used brilliantly
throughout.

Of course, it's also very nice to see Brad Pitt playing a real
person instead of Death or the figmem of someone's imaginat10n.

I enjoyed the movie and I'll probably watch it at least a few
more times before I get sick of it. It is a great dare movie and
provides a refreshingly different look at Mexican/American
relaLions [hint: there are no drug dealers and the bad guys are
white).

Writing on tlie <Boufevard
lc,1Lmini,: Dilvid J)ofata

7:30 pm
Symphony Performuncc

Reception lmmedl<1tcly
follvwini: concert 111 the
Hvtunda

~ethe~ofthes,okAneSY~
lliU.1ntnac~ ..............,o1~Wlffllw..,i,qton~}'
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llckets 1Mlllc1blc 11( all C.&B S,•lecl·A·Seal out lets or chM!(C by phone ot .
3.ZS·S1:A"r or through tirketsw.,.;t.com
A lhnlt ed omount uf FREF. tickets wlfl be ov<Jllablc lo [Wl/ students at tl1e
I Wtl Aoolstorc In Cheney. Don'tml.ss thls rare opix1rt1111ity to sec the
Spokane Symphonv free of chdrge.
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David Cole
1/.qxmu

Attention aspiring authors and poets: Norrhwest Boulevard, Eastern 's undergraduate literary
magazine will be accepting submissions for its
annual issue. The final deadline for all poems,
fiction, non-fiction and play excerpts is April 16.
Northwest Boulevard is a literary magazine
that was once an integral part of Eastern 'sundergraduate creative writing program. It was
used to showcase student work during the
school year. Unfortunately, t he once regularly
published magazine has not had an issue produced in several years. That hiatus will come
to an end this spring.
Visiting assistant professor Dr. Jonathan
Johnson, parr of the creative writing staff, sug•
gested re-establishing Northwest Boulevard to
highlight some of the talent chat is on our campus. So far this year Johnson has been extremely
impressed with the strong work by students.
"These (works) deserve a wider audience,"
Johnson said.
Many people in Spokane, Cheney, and all over
campus will view the magazine, which is available
free spring quarter.
Most of the students involved in the creative
writing program want ultimately to become published writers. Of course, getting published is
extremely competitive for writers. This magazine
will eliminate the more expenenced competition
as it only showcases work from Eastern under-

graduate students.
The competition for space in Norrhwest Boulevard is still going to be sol id . Anyone can submit work as long as they are in an undergraduate
program at EWU. The editorial board, comprised
of all students, is looking for diversity in the submissions. Whether or not you are a member of
the creative writing program will have no influence on your submission 's evaluation by the editorial board. The idea is to have a level playing
field, and incorporate work from all areas of
Eastern's diverse student body. Advisor Johnson
was explicit in saying they definitely wanted more
sub missio n s.
This magazi ne will provide students a first
chance to see their work in print , and provide some
real-world application in bo th writing and edit•
ing. "They need this experience," Johnson said.
Johnson should know as he just published bis
first book "Mastodon, 80% Complete," this year
after much effort and planning.
All this quality experience will come at a price,
however. Readers of the literary magazine-many
of whom will be EWU students-will be enjoying the writing for free. That leaves the burden of
cost with the organizers of the magazine. One
way these organizers-like editing board president Angalina Vallone-have been successful in
earning money has been through fund raising.
"The fund-raisers have worked well,• Vallone
said. The two types of fund-raisers have been
Posy and a Poem during Valentine's Day, and the

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Wrasslin' and rockin': CD Review
14 tracks, two piles
of monkey crap, and
no Dudley Boyz
Jeremy Muck
Rqxme,-

It's chat time once again for the WWF co
release a batch of entrance themes used for the
superstars of the WWF.
Recently, tbe WWF released WWF The

Music: Volume 5. It is the latest effort from
the World Wrestling Federation, having released WWF Aggression, featuring "The
Kings" by Run DMC. It was used by DGeneration X.
The album starts with "The Game,• Triple
H's theme. It is performed by rock legends
Motorhead. "The Game" is a solid track, but it
is not Triple H's best theme. His old theme,
which can be heard on Volume 4, is one of the
greatest themes in the history of professional
wrestling.
There are 14 themes on Volume 5, including
Chyna's "Who I Am," Kurt Angle's "Medal,"
T azz's "If You Dare,"
and Chris Benoit's
"Shooter." Don't ask
me where they come
up with these names
for these themes. I

wouldn't have the slightest idea.
The best track on Volume 5 goes to TazZ:s
"If You Dare." I've always liked T azz from his
days from Extreme Championship Wrestling.
This theme is very solid. It fits T azz very well,
considering that he is from the Red Hook section of Brooklyn.
While Run DMC isn't on Volume 5, Slick
Rick is. He collaborates with The Rock on "Pie,•
the final track of the album . This is the low
point of the album.
Don't get me wrong. The Rock is a very talented guy, but "Pie" is nothing more than two
pieces of monkey crap (one of his famous lines).
Overall, Volume 5 is a solid album. I just
have two minor problems with it. Where is
the Dudley Boyz theme? They have been in
the WWF for over a year and a half now. KKwik has been in the WWF for only a
few months, and his theme is on the

album. What gives? Where is Stone Cold
Steve Austin's theme, performed by Disturbed? What would the people rather hear,
Slick Rick or Distu rbed? Again, it is a solid
album-but for Volume 6, the Dudleys must
be included]

◄ The World Wrestling

Federation's new CD, which is
full of the wrestlers' entrance
songs isn't half bad. It would be
twice as good if it had some
Dudley Boyz themes on there. ►

Semisonic, ~committing pop music suicide'
Nick Nash
R.q,arrer

If speaking the collective voice chat dictates every
move and rule of a society could sell Albums,
Semi sonic, and their new album," All about Chemistry " would replace Britney Spears and Fred Durst, as
well as all of the rest of pop radio, with o ne album on
permanent rotation.
Dan Wilson, front man, and the major creative force
in Semisonic, explained the change from their lase album [ with hit song, and high school graduation prerequisite "Closing time") as a personal experience." All
about Chemistry" was designed h owever, to be the
opposite.
"On the lase album, I wrote almost all the songs as
secrets being cold to just one person - like me whispering in your ear. This time around, I envisioned a
big group of friends at a great party, where everyone
has done a few things they'll remember forever and
everyone has done a few things they'd rather forget,"
said Wilson.
This focus on collectivism, and common experience does not stop with Wilson. The Band's label,
MCA, also embraces the idea promoting the album,
almost as if it was a prime rime TV show.
"Wilson has managed to hang onto tne vivid imagery and rhymes of rhe band's previous work while

embracing a more universal view of humah flaws and
glories. The lyrics on "All About Chemistry" describe
the sexual and social adventures of a group of friends
somewhere in America ...
MCA doesn 't stop there they continue to push the
co llective party idea further exposing the truths behind " All About Chemistry."
"Several of the new songs seem to be set at just
such a party. [Wilson's party where there is a group of
people who have done a few things they will remember and a few they would like to forget] In "Get A
Grip," the revelers co nfront the inevitable fact that
there's not necessarily someone for everyone"
MCA is right. This is America. And although "All
About Chemistry" does embrace this idea with amazing accuracy, it is this accuracy that will be lhe album's
undoing.
Although the source of most actions and thoughts
of the majority draw from the same pool of upbringing and shared experience that Wilson and Semisonic
do with amazing perfection, people use pop music
and everything that comes with ir as an escape, not a
confrontation of reality.
Pop music's function is to help us Slep away from
the mediocrity of rea!tty. To a place where we're all
misunderstood, we're all hurt, were we all live a tortured existence in a constant battle between pain and

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVER)ITY
flSPOKANE
Attend our information nights in March, or contact
Enrollment Services, 358-7978, enroll@wsu.edu
March 6, 5:15-6:15pm: Master of Technology Management.
Grad uat e business degree w it h speci al emphasis o n the
management of innovations, informat ion t echnology, and
business operat ions. Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent , River point
campus
March 7, S:15-6: 15pm: B.S. Computer Engineering. Baccalau-

reate completion program from the Engineering Consortium
of WSU Spokane, Gonzaga University, and University of Idaho.
Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, Riverpoint campus
Marc h 13, 4-5:30pm: School Psycho logy Pos t -Ma ste r's
Certif icat ion. Joint program of WSU Spokane and EWU.
Presentation on Nonverbal Learning D1sab11ity. Phase One
Classroom Building , Rm. 117, 668 N. Riverpoint Blvd.
March 14, 5:15-6:l5pm: Master of Hea lt h Po licy & Administration. The only ACEHSA-accredited program in the Inland
Northwest. Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, Riverpoint campus
March 20, 5:15-6:15pm: M.S. Nu t rition and Registered
Dietitian studies and M.5. Kinesiology/Exercise Science.

Spokane Bookie, 410 E. Trent, Riverpo1nt campus

w ww.s pokane. w su.e du

Please see Sem/sonlc, to/lowing page
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A true inspiration:
Jeremy Muck
R£fXl'1l!T

On Tuesday, former NFL offensive lineman
Curt Marsh came to speak in the JFK Auditorium. Marsh is known as a highly respected public
speaker. He has spoken at numerous schools
and businesses since 1991.
Marsh played college football at the University of Washington, where be participated in three
bowl games, including the 1981 Rose Bowl
against Michigan. In 1981, he was a first round
draft pick of the Oakland Raiders. Marsh went
on to play seven seasons for the Raiders, who
moved to Los Angeles after his rookie season.
He was a part of the Raiders 1983 Super Bowl
championship team, a team that included Jim
Plunkett, Howie Long, Lyle Alzado, Marcus
Allen, and Matt Millen.
However, in 1987, Marsh 's NFL career came
to an end. Marsh suffered a severe ankle injury
during a game against the Washington Redskins.
After the game, he had his right ankle checked by
the Raiders team doctor, who, according to
Marsh, was an "old-school doctor." The doctor
had said that be was fine.
Marsh kept playing for four more weeks, but
he kept feeling pain in his ankle. He got a second
opinion from another doctor, and that was when
he decided to retire. For the next six years, he
had 13 surgeries performed on his ankle. The
surgeries were unsuccessful, therefore his right
ankle and foot had to be amputated. During his
speech, Marsh said that going through with the

Semlsonlc:

amputation was the best thing for him.
He bad planned on playing ten years, but be
was only able to play seven. Still, he didn't let his
amputation stop him from doing other activities. After being fitted with an artificial leg, he
competed in the 1995 Wheelchair and Amputee
National Championships and won the gold
medal in weightlifting.
Marsh spoke about his experiences on the field
and off the field. When Marsh played for the
Raiders, he went up against players such as former
Chicago Bears defensive lineman William "Refrigerator" Perry. Perry was called the "Fridge" because of his size. According to Marsh, Perry's
1985Super Bowl ring was a size 25. Marsh's 1983
Super Bowl ring is only a size 15.
He recalled an experience while he was in the
hospital waiting for the amputation of his right
foot and ankle. There were a few "Get Well
Soon" balloons that had crept up to the ceiling
in his room. They were making rattling noises
near the air conditioner, he had said. He couldn't
take the noise anymore and asked the nurse to
get the balloons out of his room. The nurse
told him that they couldn't be taken out unless
a family member did it for him. His wife Pam
came to see him. He told her that he wanted the
balloons out of the room. He and his wife
went to the children's floor. He heard some
laughing from one of the kids. Later, he and his
wife saw the same kid, who had endured an
unfortunate fire. According to Marsh, his face
was badly burned, with no eyebrows and no
lips, leaving his teeth and gums exposed. For

Curt Marsh, former pro-football athlete
speaks about his injury, life's lessons

.a. Curt Marsh, former offensive lineman for the Raiders speaks passionately about
his amputation, dignity, respect, care, and compassion for people.
Marsh, it was a humbling experience.
On the field, Marsh said that his most memorable moments were winning a Super Bowl and
his first Monday Night Football game his rookie
season. The Raiders were playing the Pittsburgh
Steelers, and Marsh saw Howard Cosell, the legendary Monday Night Football broadcaster,
smoking a cigar on the sidelines.

Before he ended his speech, Marsh emphasized four of the most important things in
life, and that is having dignity, respect, care and
compassion for other people. Marsh is a great
speaker and has enjoyed more success off the
field than he has on the field. For more on
Curt Marsh, check out his web site at
www .curtmarsh.com.

Welcome home. This album takes the listener from fantasy to American life

lrflm p/'6VIII/IS /11111

work at what you love, and if you go to school,
1t is only to learn.
perfecuon with the outcome of individual self. Isn't this
This album is for a rare breed of American.
after all the American Dream restated?
If you understand and accept your position in
Th1S leaves Semisonic and" All About C hemistry" com- society, and wi ll soon strive to fill the empty
mitting the biggest fault and strangest paradox of pop librarian and police officer positions of this fine
music suicide
People wane a TV: a series of glorified country, aware all of the time that this means
that soon you will have two kids who's private
pictures to show them what they are
Instead , Sem1son1c created a mirror. They made an al- college education will put you in life long debt,
and, if thlS idea brings you comfort: The combum that is a reflection of reality: The life of the majority
If people "·anted reality, the very American capitalist sys- fort of American, this album is for you.
The very words Wilson repeats, attached to
tem that they live under would collapse
The surface and the maiority of this country have to an uninhibiting form of music you will allow
believe in the dream When the dream fails, you only you to listen to over and over again. Repeating
need an SUV if you are going to drive off road, you only like the endless repetition of your daily American life, he forever keep you company He is singing your songs,
the songs that made you what
you are, drawing from the very
pool from which you were
An Equal Opportunity
spawned.
Affirmative Action Employer
To listen to, and understand
this album, to enjoy it for what it
is, you are the bravest form of
human life . You look down a
tunnel of repletion that is life,
which ends only wnh death . And
www.wacrusc..com
after death there is nothrng.

Washington Trust Bank

fiil
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Style advice for people who dress themselves
Each side of the barbed-wire gender fence deals out advice about personal appearance
Jeremy Kramer
R,p,,ra-

They say clothes make the man. Exactly how
true is this saying?
In today's working world, first impressions
are not only an important concern but often can
decide whether you get a job. The clothes you
wear on a job interview can be just as important
as the resume you present.
In fact, opinions start to be formed about
our intelligence, professionalism, background
and ethics within 10 seconds. Within 30 seconds, the interviewer has already assimilated a

great deal of information from you. That is
why it is important to dress your best at that job

Tracy Gunderson

interview.

R,p,,ra-

The way you look at a job interview will never
get any better, interviewers assume. So, if you
don't take the time and effort to properly present
yourself, how can you expect a potential employer to take you seriously?
According to Virginia Sullivan, president of
Image Communications International, hands and
shoes are the two most telling nonverbal cues interviewers notice. "As your hands are, your life
is,• says Sullivan. "Hands are one of the things
we neglect when we feel poorly about ourselves."
Bitten fingernails and jagged cuticles often
reveal our nervousness and lack of confidence
to an interviewer. Scuffed shoes and worn heals
show a lack of attention to detail. Subtle items
interviewers notice in those first moments.
So, how do you know what to wear on that
interview? One clue is to look through the
company's annual report to see what other employees wear. If you have a friend who works
for the co mpany, you could ask them what the
proper look is. Another idea is to "stake out"
your potential workplace to see what people are
wearing as they are getting on and off the elevators.

ff you have no luck after your research, what
should you do then? Ron Fry, author of the
book, "Your First Interview,• suggests that men
"Think just like Betsy Ross and think red, white,
and blue. Red tie, white shin, blue suit."
Fry says that the shin should be long-sleeved,
professionally starched and pressed, and reveals
no fraying at the collar or cuffs. The tie should
be a subdued red with a stripe in the same pattern in the same blue as your suit.
Match the belt to the color of your shoes.
Choose black if your outfit consists of dark grays,
navys, browns or black. Choose dark brown if
you '11 be wearing tans, muted pastels, or medium toned colors.
Socks need to be black or navy blue and long
enough so that when you cross your legs, you
do not show any skin.
It is also important that your shoes are clean
and polished.
Men should also avoid wearing pins that
might reveal religious affiliations; a difference 1n
opinion in religious beliefs could possibly turn
an interviewer away.

It 1s also a good idea to place your watch in
your pocket once you make it to the front door
so that you're not tempted to look at it during
the imerv,ew
Women can be a little more flexible in their
choice of clothes. Women should wear a tailored
suit or a dress with a jacker. The colors need to be
a conservauve color like a gray, navy blue, or beige.
Women's stockings should be in natural
shades like beige, or nude Women should

• Chad Boama shows us how it
should be done. GQ, straight up.

Please see 9-to-5 , fol/owing page

Imagine walking into your favorite nightclub.
You're dancing the night away with dozens of
other disco divas. So the big question is, what are
you wearing? Now look to your left, then to your
right. Imprint those images inside your mind and
smile in disgust. Often, these are the nights when
fashion trends go wrong.
After experiencing a few of these evenings, I
had to ask mysell a question: What are these girls
thinking, and who in the world are they trying to
impress?
ff anyone reading this is confused with the
style of attire-or lack thereof-I am referring to,
I'll explain.
It's the women in the club who have exhausted
their closets as well as their fashion taste. lt starts
with platform knee-high boots, which migrates
north with an animal printed micro-mini skin,
followed by a little belly chain and a whole-lotta
cleavage, all topped off with a can of hairspray and
a trunk of makeup.
After surveying three fashion-conscious people,
and taking a few risks of my own, I think I have
successfully narrowed it down to what is considered sexy by both men and women.
Bottom line: Don't sacrifice your intelligence
or self worth for a night on the town. Dress

~-

decided to travel to the next bar in search of some
"fresh meat."
While walking down the street, strutting our
stuff, we passed a carload of hormonal males.
Instead of an exchange of smiles and possible
phone numbers, we were left with a paralyzing
phrase, "Hey, sluts." This was the beginning of
the end to our wild side up north.
I asked 24-year-old Michele Yates, an ESPRIT
sales specialist at Tbe Bon Marche to describe an
outfit with sex appeal. A knee-length skirt, fitted
shin, strappy sandals, and a little black purse are
what she imagined.
Before making her own transition to a classy
dresser, she says that she used to dress "hoochie. •
"The only reason a person wears that stuff is
to get hit on. When a girl dresses 'hoochie', all the
guys are looking for is a good night," she said.
A girl who dresses like this sometimes portrays hersell as a sexual creature. Michele's advice?
Dressing classy shows a level of respect for yoursell.
When asking Darrin, a 21-year-old guy, what
he finds attractive, he said, "Tight shins, black
Capri pants, and slight platform sandals." We '11
go ahead and forgive him in hopes that he only
desires women t;p wear this during the spring and
summer months. At least he is on the right track.
He also told me that when he and his friends
go out to clubs and bars, they think that most
girls dress too trashy. Then I asked bim what he
would do if it were his girlfriend dressing this
way. "I'd want to wrap her in a towel artd take her
home," he said.

My first experiment started in my younger days.
This was when a good road trip to Canada meant
nothing but getting drunk and acting as free as a
Please S88 u/USI tor h8r, * R8XI /1868
bird.
Unfonunately,itwasn't until I went with two other girls
that I learned my lesson.
Our plan was to dress as provocative as possible. I was recently single and had a burning
desire to go wild. Plus, we were
in a foreign country where no
one knew us.
Come ten o'clock we
stumbled out of our hotel
room looking like the three
stooges with a slight buu.and a
whole Iona makeup. We were
all wearing black hot pants, halter-tops, and glitter everywhere.
It was Febmary and only about
20 degrees outside.
All was great until we arrived
at the bar. We knew it was early,
so we assumed char- everyone
would show at 11 o'clock or
midnight. Little did we know
that we were ,1crually going to be
a few of the only customers in
the club.
Dismayed that our night • When steppin' out, keep it simple The more a man
rrught end up uneventful, we can't see, the more he will want to.

Visit us at www.easterneronfine. com
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Stvle for the 9-to-5:

Get the interview, get the babes, get the point

,,_, /ll'WIIIIIS /talll

JUSt for her: R-E-S-P-E-C-T.

The sexiest part of the body is the mind.

From l'TfflllllS /ta//11

avoid wearing stockings with dark colors while
wear ing light-colored shoes; this causes an unnatural look. Women should also always carry
an extra pair of stockings with them in case
of tears or runs.
For women, shoes need to be made of leather
and in black, brown, navy blue, maroon, or beige.
The heels need to be less than two inches or they
should be flat

T A certain guitarist for the Red Hot
Chili Peppers gladly demonstrates
how not to show up for a job
interview. -

As with men, women also have a list of
clothes that should be avoided while on an
interview. V-neck sweaters, short skirts and
patterned stockings are bad because they
might be considered too provocative. In addition , women should also avoid large, clunky
jewelry, oversized purses, or open-toed shoes
and spiked heals.
Now you should look perfect. .. almost.
Dressing your best also includes properly grooming yourself as well. Here are a few things you
can do so that you look marvelous:
Don't overdo the perfume or cologne. It's
not that you shouldn't wear it, just don 't wear
so much that it lingers in the office for days.
Keep your interview accessories professional. Take a briefcase or nice leather or vinyl-bound portfolio to carry resumes , references or other important documents. Leave
tattered manila folders or college logo folders
at home.
Pay attention to your hygiene. It seems obvious but your hair should be neatly combed or
brushed. Fingernails should also appear to be
neatly trimmed-that means no biting.
If you smoke, avoid ir before your interview, it can get on your clothes and will negate
all of the hard work you just did to make yourself look good.
Before you go out on that interview, always
stand in front of a full-length mirror. You
should check your clothes for any stray spots,
stains, rears, hanging threads, loose buttons,
and wrinkles.
Now you are ready to go get that dream
JOb that you always wanted because you have
the confidence that you are looking good.
Good luck.

This was not a remark made out of jealousy.
It was a reminder to all of the ladies out there
looking for long-term relationships. A lot of guys
don't want a show-and-tell kind of girlfriend They
are looking for someone with enough confidence
that they can have fun without baring it all.
In my interview with 43-year-old Mindy
Vanvoorhis, a fashion coordinator, I also asked
her to describe a young women's outfit that has
sex appeal. She said a black, knee-length dress
with simple earrings and shoes.
Mindy's advice for all women is to not cheapen
yourself and to leave some room for the imagination.
In my final experiment, my roommate and I
were enjoying another boring Saturday night. It
was ten o'clock and we had made the neighborhood rounds to see where the party was. Unfortunately, there was no party-anywhere.
Since I am a social bug, I devised a great plan to
go to the nearest dance club, which is about an
hour away. Simultaneously, my roommate and I
grabbed our purses, smacked on some gloss, and
headed for the highway.
We giggled all thewayto the club about how
we always get all dressed up to go out, and this
time we were just wearing jeans.
As soon as we walked into the club, guys began to
flock. This was great for my roommate because she
hadn't danced that hard in one night since her senior
prom. The biggest difference we noticed was that
guysapproacheduswithrealconversationsnotgawking looks and whispering remarks.
The best times I've had going out were with
my friends when we were comfortable. That means
wearing clothes that you don't have to tug on to
keep down, or makeup so thick that you need a
chisel to remove it when the night is over.

Northwest Boulevard: The resurrection.

It doesn't matter what size you are; there is
something sexy you can put on without compromising your intelligence, style, or class. The most
flattering thing a woman can wear is self-respect.
T May work in fashion magazines.

Probably not at the club.

Get that writi ng experience

From pag11 t2
ongoing IO-Penny Poetry readings. For 10
cents per line of poetry you can read your
own work, or share someone else's work. The
next opportunity to read poetry and help earn
money for the magazine will be March 12 at
Aunue's Bookstore in Spokane Come early
to sign up at 6 p.m., and the first reading
starts at 6:30 p.m.
Students interested tn subm1mng their

Friday- March 2

This
week

♦ "The Comedy of Errors":

University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Box office opens at 7pm.
♦ R.A.I.C.E.S sponsored
self-defense workshop: Senior Hall at 5 p.m.
♦ Choral Concert: Showalter
Auditoriumat7:30p.m_
♦ R.A.I.C.E.S sponsored

Mexican bread and hot chocolate bake sale: PUB &om 9 a.m.1 p.m.

Saturday- March 10
♦ "The Comedy of Errors":

University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Box office opens at 7 p.m.
♦ EWU Trombone Day with
Dave Matern and Dave Glenn:
EWU Music Building from 9

work are strongly encouraged to do so. The
Drop Box for submissions is in Patterson
Hall English department office room 250.
There is also a Drop Box in the Associated
Student Body office in the PUB room 303
For more information leave a message
with Angalina Vallone at (509) 455-9864. Or
call advisor Dr. Jonathan Johnson in his office at (509) 623-4342.

♦ Com:emporary Ensemble: Music Building Recrutl Hall at 3pm_

tion, call Donna Evans at 7447014.
♦ Orchestra Concert: Showalter
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

at 7 p.m. Call Meliss, at 3594839 for any questions.
♦ Band Concert: Showalter
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday- March 13
♦ Bible Study: PUB 321, 12 p.111-

Thursday- March 15

Formoreinfo,call359--2241

Monday- March 12

Wedncsday- March 14

♦ Monday Night Impact by
Impact Northwest: PUB MPR
at 7 p.m. For more informa-

♦ WYSIWYG-Fortune readings by professional psychics:
First floor lounge of LA Hall

a.m.- 6 p.m. For more information, call 359- 2241

Sunday- March t J

♦ Senior Re..-ital- Katie H1gcn

and Sarah Mus u: M u)ic
Building Re~tl.U H.tll at 7-.30
p.m.

1/isit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Eagles survive scare, win home finale

BIG SKY CONFERENCE
TOURNAMENT

Clinch 2nd seed in Big Sky tournament
John Lichorob1ec

down a little bit deeper, and it's a credit to our
four seniors."
·
Eastern needed every bit of character from
the senior corps of Olson, Chris White,Jamal
Jones and Kareem Hunter inspite of the poor
officiating to rally the troops in the second half,
who according to Giacoletti have laid the foundation for years to come at Eastern.
With a potential #3 seed looming over
their head with a defeat, the Eagles decided they
had enough of the Lumberjacks and the rally
was on. In the final 18 and a half minutes all
Northern Arizona could muster was 16 points
as the Eagles put the clamps on defensively.
The Eagles proceeded to go on a
23-8 run over the next nine plus minutes to give them their first lead of the
second half, 60-58 with less than nine
minutes remaining.
To their credit, the Lumberjacks didn't crawl into a hole, as they
hung around for the next five
minutes before the
Eagles took

Online Editor
Aaron Olson scored 18 points and helped
lead a balanced Eastern attack, overcoming a 13point deficit early in the second half to pace the
Eagles to 74-66 victory, Friday night at Reese
Court.
Just 24-hours after suffering a potentially
crippling loss to Cal State Nonhridge, the Eagles
persevered despite questionable officiating, to
earn themselves a first round bye and a #2 seed
in the Big Sky Tournament to be held in
Northridge, CA starting on Thursday.
The Lumberjacks took it right to the
Eagles out of the gate scoring the games first six
points before Eastern went on an 8-0 run to to
take their only lead of the first half, five and a
half minutes into the contest.
Northern Arizona then went on to
outscore Eastern 36-25 the final 14 and a half
minutes and took nine point lead into the locker
room, 42-33.
"It took getting hit in the mouth a couple
of times in the first half, and digging ourselves
a hole, but everytime we faced adversity,• said
Ray Giacoletti, EWU head men's basketball coach, "we
found character,
and dug

the lead for good, 66-64, with just three minutes
left. The Eagles then cut the Lumberjacks down
with an 8-2 run to end the game.
"T h is
thing ain't·over yet," said Giacoletti. "This was
exactly what we needed, to finish strong, and to
get refocused for the L.A. trip.•
The Eagles will play the highest remaining seed next Friday in the Big Sky semi-finals
with Northridge playing the lowest remaining
seed following
Eastern's game.
The finals are
slatedforSaturdayevening
ner getting
an au tomaticberth
to
the
NCAA
Tournament.
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Bobcats
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Eastern

!" Washington
(16-10)

vs.
Maggie Miller/Easterner

Alvin Snow and Eastern look to win the lone NCAA Championships bid, when they play in the Big Sky Conference Championship Tournament in Northridge, Calif.

Highest remaining 1ttd, 6:05 p. m.
Televued on Fox Sports Net
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That's huge. We can get do~n
there. walrh \\ho we pla) and
gel an extra da) of rest. \nd we
get momentum b) beating
"iorrhern \rizona, so "'e'rc in
1hr right frame of mind.
Ra, Giacolr1t1
on gci:ung N o. 2 seed

#1
Cal St.
Northridge
(20-9)

vs.
l.o"t t remaining eed, 8:J0 p.m.
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C hris W hite

Eastern Washington University senior
men's basketball players Chris White and Aaron
Olson have been selected to the All-Big Sky Conference first team, while senior Jamal Jones earned
honorable mention honors.
White was an honorable mention selection last season, while Olson and Jones earned
their first All-Big Sky honors. All three are averaging in double figures in scoring, with White
adding 7.2 rebounds per game to rank fifth in
the conference.
A 6-foot-9 forward, White is a 1997 graduate of Brophy Prep High School in Phoenix,
Ariz., and played his first three seasons for Steve

Aggers and this past year for Ray Giacoletti.
Olson, a 6-5 guard/forward, is from Brenrv:ood
Bay, B.C., and graduated from Stelly's High School
in 1996 before playing two seasons at the University of Victoria.Jones is a 6-foot guard from
Richmond, Calif., and attended Santa Rosa Junior College after graduating from El Cerrito High
School in 1997.
That trio led the Eagles to a 16-10 record
overall as all three earned Big Sky Player of the
Week honors during the conference season. Eastern finished the Big Sky regular season 11-5, and
Jama l Jones

See all-conference, page 16

Aaron Olson

O'Dohertv's to Host
Eastern Big Skv Partv
John L1chorobiec
O,J:neF.daor

Sick and tired of hearing about
Gonzaga? Looking for someplace to
watch the Eagles in the Big Sky Championships this Friday and Saturday
when the EWU makes its bid forthe
CAA basketball tournament?
Well, O'Doherty's Irish Grille
located at 525 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.,
is the place to be this weekend if you're
looking for your fill of Eagles basketball.
Eagle Athletics is sponsoring
the festivities at O'Doheny's. The
event is intended for both students
and alumni alike.
Although
O'Doheny's is a known Spokane
drinking and dining establishment, it
should be noted that this event will
be open to everyone. The normal 21
and over rule in O'Doheny'swill not
be enforced until 9 pm on both Friday and Saturday. I lowever, you will
need to be of legal drinking age to
consume alcohol at O'Doheny's.
"The general concept is that it's
more fun to watch the game with a
group of friends than to sit at home
and watch it in your living room," said

..

a..,_,,.

WA 99004

Beautiful Manufactured Homes
3 Bdrm, 2 Bath - $650- $800, 3 adults okay.
Complete with W/D hook-ups and dishwasher .
Neu campus, bus and shopping.

....,'
Maggie Miller!Easterner

£ Semor Chns White battles ms1de m the Eagles win on March 2 over visiting Northern

Arizona

Julie Hall, Director of Development
at Eastern, who along with Todd
McGann is helping to coordinate the
event for Eastern.
McGann indicated that there
will be numerous televisions set up
to watch the games as well a big screen
television set up in the back of
O'Doheny's for everyone's viewing
pleasure.
Both games on Friday and Saturday start at 6 p.m. Be prepared to
get to O'Doheny's early as it's expected
to fill up with rowdy Eagle fans ready
to root them on to victory.
At this time we do not know
who the Eagles will be playing as they
received a first round bye in the Big
Sky tournament. Their opponent will
be determined tonight after the first
round games with the Eagles playing
the highest of the remaining seeds
left.
For more information about
Eagle fans taking over O'Doheny's or
if you want to help out with setting
up for the festivities, please call Julie
Hall at 3 59-2079 and she'll be glaJ to
answer any questions you might have
concermng this event.

£,p,,,J>b.rg~~

Call Marcie or Charmaine Today at 235 - 5000

Visit us at www.easterneronUne.com
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Paluck

named to
tirstteam
Janelle Ruen

Earn ~ost-season birth for
seconcl consecutive year
For the second straight season,
the Eastern Washington women's
basketball team is headed to the Big
Sky Tournament
The Lady Eagles are the sixth
seed in this year s tournament, to be
held in Pocatello, Idaho on the campus of Idaho State University. This
year's tournament will be only the second time it has been held in a location
other than Missoula, Montana. Boise
State hosted the tournament in 1992
and Idaho State hosts this year's tour1

Junior forward Jennifer
PaluckofTwisp, Washington was
voted a first team Big Sky All-Conference selection in women's basketball. Paluck is EWU's leading
scorer averaging 12.8 points per
game. Paluck was also chosen to
two all-tournament teams this season; the Fresno State Tournament
in November and the Ala Moana
H otel Paradise Classic in December. Paluck's high game ofthe year
was a 27-point effort against Detroit-Mercy. She scored in double
digits ten times this season. Paluck
also leads the team in three-point
field goals.
Janelle Ruen, sophomore
forward from Post Falls, Idaho was
an honorable mention selection.
Ruen has played in 21 games averaging 8.8 ppg and leads the team
in offensive rebounds and field
goal percentage (.481). She was also
a second team all-conference selection in volleyball in 2000.

19

ladv Eagles head to Pocatello

Jeremy Muck
Rqx,,rer

Jennifer Paluck

r

nament.

In order forthe Eagles to have
made to the Big Sky Tournament, they
needed to defeat Cal State Nonhridge
last Thursday. But with 4:37 left in
the first half, the lights went out in
the Matadome, the home of the
men's Big Sky Tournament. When
the lights went out, the Lady Matadors had led 28-17. Big Sky Commissioner Doug Fullerton cancelled the
game. However, the next morning,

Fullerton declared the game a tie according to Big Sky Conference rules.
The ruling meant that if Eastern and
North ridge were to lose their respective games last Saturday, the Lady
Eagles would win the tiebreaker
thanks to their victo over the Mata-

dors on January 20.
After the power fiasco in
Nonhridge, Eastern headed to Northern Arizona. It was a close game
throughout, but the Eagles lost a
heartbreakerto the Lady Jacks 61-59.
Jennifer Paluck led the Eagles with 26
points. Janelle Ruen added 11 rebounds. It came down to what
Northridge had done against Portland
State.
The Lady Vikings had defeated
the Lady Matadors 54-52 to give the
Eagles the sixth seed in the Big Sky
Tournament.
Eastern will make its fifth appearance in the Big Sky Tournament
since 1989. The Lady Eagles advanced
to the tournament in 1990, I 995-1996,
and 2000. However, the Lady Eagles
are still looking for their first Big Sky
Tournament victory in school history.
The Lady Eagles will face number three seed Montana Thursday afternoon at 4:35 Pacific Time. If Eastern wins, they will face Id.ilio State,
the number one seed and host of the
tournament. Eastern is 0-2 against
both Montana and Idaho State this
season. But, as Eastern head coach
Jocelyn Pfeifer says, it is a new season.
"This gives us new life.
Everybody's back to 0-0 and that will
carry us into this week.•

.A Janelle Ruen fights for a rebound in the Feb. 24 contest with

visiting Cal. St. Sacramento at Reese Court.

Big Skv Tournament
lllhy aSocial lllork Degree from Eastern lllashin~on University?
tw· Degree l'rogram !las bun acmdrted since l97S
~ur facultJj and studeats are drnhc.led tu soe1al worli and satJal dmlopment cmtmg an
eRCtbng. challengimJ envmmment fur learrucg

llur curncul11111. pracl11:um [field educ.anon] JJfllgraIB. and ruourres are designed to Jlllpare
yUll fur elrecltve advanceil soaal wnrlt praclJC?

ulll' allllltm are suinssful pl'il:IJIUJllfl"l manaJJers sdwlars arul leaders II their fteld

,t,li11M1:liilin:ili!il

o n ~ or graduate 5llaal worll llf'Oyral!IS at £astern lllaslungtun Umversrty
call [Sll9] 3S!~8J 11r lo; on lo OHf 111rb site at SSllllii g1Jllj enu

Mar. 8-10 at Pocatello, Idaho
all times Pacific
Thursday, Mar. 8
Game #1: Eastern Washington-Montana, .i:35 p.m.
Game #2: No rthern Arizona-W eber State, 7:05 p.m.
Friday, Mar. 9
Game #3: Montana State-highest r emainin g seed ,
4:35p.m.
Game #4: Ida ho State-lowest rema ining ecd ,
7:0Sp.m.
Saturday, Mar. I 0
Championship, S p.m.
Regionally televised Ii\ e on F O'\ Spor ts et

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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All-Conference: first teamers
From page 14
lS the No. 2 seed heading into its semi-final game Friday
,(March 9) in the Big Sky Conference Tournament in
Nortlu:idge, Calif.
White, Olson and Jones - as well as fourth Eagle
senior Kareem Hunter -helped Eastern to a 31-22 record
in the past two seasons, including an impressive 23-9 mark
in the Big Sky Conference. They have been road warriors in
the conference as well, winning 11 of 16 conference road
games in the past n,.·o seasons. Together, they have made
168 career starts for the Eagles.
White, only the second Eastern player to be a fouryear letterwinner in the past l0seasons, played in his 100th
career game when the Eagles hosted Montana State on Feb.
1. He ran.ks fifth in school history in games played (107),
fJist in blocked shots (79), third in field goal percentage
(.552) and fourth in rebounds (605).
Olson ran.ks second at
Eastern in career three-point
field goal percentage (.451), secThe Eastern basAetond in free throw percentage
ball foundatian is
(.831) and sixth in three-point•
diredlJ anributed to
those. four senior. The
ers made {92). Jones ranks
last two years they 've
third in career free throw perput Eastern U'ashingcentage {.825) and 12th in
ton back on the map
three-point field goals made
basketball-wise.
(74).
They•,., laid th,
foundation for the
White is coming off the
future. That ·s
best weekend of his career, insomething they can
cluding a career-best )~point
look back on for a
effort in a loss to Cal State
long ti=, and feel
Northridge that won the reguproud. u-~e 're going to
lar season title for the Matager rhis program
rolling b,cause of
dors. He made 8-of-11 shots
t.hem. And it isn 't over
from the field and made 14yet this seasan.
straight free throws after mis~
ing his first one of the game.
The next night against NorthRai Giacol,111
ern Arizona, White scored 15
points on 7-of-9 shoot1ng
from the fie!d_ He made a pair of reverse layins in the last
5:22 of the game, and also was the key defender in forctng
AV into a pair of back-court violations in the second half.
He also came up with a key steal, an assist and three points
during a 9-0 run that got the Eagles back in the game after
falling behind by 13 early in the second half.
White is averaging 13.1 points and 7.2 rebounds per
game this season while making 60.5 percent of his shots
from the field. \'l:'hite has led the Eagles in scoring in eight
games and rebounding 19 times, including the last six games.
Since Wlute arrived in Cheney, the Eagles have gone
40--24 in the Big Sky Conference and 57-50 overall. Eastern is
making its fourth-straight trip to the Big Sky Conference
Tourn.arnent after earning just one appearance in its first 10
seasons as a member of the conference.
"He sets the tempo," said Giacoletti. "When teams
double-team him he does a great iob to re-locate the basketball. And tn single coverage he can go score the basketball.
We share the basketball so well, that m our motion offense
"·e' re going to find the right man or where the mis-match
rs.Despite m1ssmg eight games with bone chips in the
pinkie finger of his shooting hand, Olson is averagrng a
team-leading 1-1 4 points per game while making45.5 percent of his three-point attempts (4 l-of-88). Jones has averaged 10.9 pnints, 2.8 assists and 1.3 steals per game.

OPPORTUNITIES
Sick children need your help
now!
Donate your life-saving blood plasma &

recein $25

TODAY

(for approx. 2 hours)

Call or stop by:
Nabi Biomedical Center.
West 104 3'd Ave., Spokane

509-624-1252
9621 Ea I Sprague Ave., Spokane

509-926-1881
Fees & donuuon limes may

Var).

www.oabi.com

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
rhree hour fundraising event.
o sales required.
Fundrai ing dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact Carnpusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www .campusfundraiser.com

EMPLOYMENT
Hills Resort Priest Lake. Idaho Summer Jobs.
Lake ide resort hiring all po itions:
restaurant. bar, and cooks w/ experience,
kitchen, dock maintenance,
hou ekeeping, and front de, k.
(208) 443-2557
for an application
www.hilbre Ort.com

LOOKING FOR A GREAT
SUMMER JOB?
Positions available for youth coun elors,
wa1L,taff. housekeepers. and more!
Cannon Beach Christian
Conference Center
(503) 436-150 I
www.cbcc.neL.

EARN $2,860 TO $3,300 IN 7
WEEKS!
June 17-Augu t 4, 200 I . Room & Board
and insurance provided. Excellent work
experience opportunity as Res ident
Advisor or Activities Director working
with high school students during
residential summer school at Big Bend
Community College. Moses Lake, WA.
For more information call (509) 7625351, x203 or e-mail:
hroffice@bbcc.clc.edu. EEO

Sports Minded
Health and. utrition Compan)
expanding locally. Pt/Ft
Must have neat appearance and po inve
attitude.
(509) 893-9268

FOR RENT
I and 2 bdrm apb. $440, & S5 I0.
Spaciou . , with washer/dryer hook-ups,
large kitchens. cabinet and clo. els .
Near campus, bus and shopping.
Cheney Real E ·tale tv_lanagemenl al 1827
l'' Street-235-5000

Visit us at www.easterneronline.com

